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YOUR CHILD'S UNIQUE
CLASS EXPERIENCE 

We start with breathing exercises as it is
essential we practice good breathing
techniques to ensure we get the most from
our dance class. 
It also helps our student's bodies perform
at their optimal level. 
This will help avoid students getting tired
too quickly. 
It helps with concentration and energy
levels. 
Breath awareness is linked to good self-
regulating practice.  
We begin our warm-up with active
movement that gets our heart rate up and
heat around the body.
This prepares the body for whats to come. 

Stretching prepares the body to exercise
by loosening the muscles. 
Stretching creates more fluid
movements during your dance practice.
Dancers need to develop their muscular
strength as it will enhance their
endurance ability to perform. 
We love to do this section in pairs where
possible as it not only teaches students
to listen to their body,  students also get
to see the exercise from another angle
this instils a deeper knowledge of the
how and the why. 
We investigate tightness in the body
and ways in which we can increase our
range of movement.

 

The technique is the basis of all
fundamentals of dance. 
Improving posture or holding your
body correctly whilst performing, to
executing skills properly in a routine.
The technique extends across all areas
of dance, regardless of the style of your
routine.
Our Unique level system allows
students to process at different levels
within the class structure. The use of
props is especially effective in this area.

 
Express - Connection with their emotions
and express themselves through the
power of movement. 
Create - Identify the emotion or theme in
a piece of music and explore the many
ways in which you can bring this to life
within our many dance styles using either
specific dance techniques, steps &
movements or use free expressive
movements through interpretation and
exploration.
Dance - Finally it's time to unleash their
true dance potential and bring it to life, tell
a story, create a character or simply turn
on the music and let your body take the
lead.
We explore many dance styles such as
hip-hop, freestyle, lyrical, contemporary,
musical and so much more. 

This is usually the final section of our
classes. It involves focusing our minds on
the present moment. “It is simply the act
of paying attention on purpose. We melt
to the floor and connect with our
breathing, we may also practice
visualization which helps build our focus
for our mini-meditation. 
This is not just very helpful in dance but
an essential tool that we can put into
practice in our everyday life. 
It teaches us how to self regulate how to
be mindful and how we can calm our
body and mind with this quick and simple
practice.



 We start with breathing exercises as it is essential we practice
good breathing techniques to ensure we get the most from our
dance class. It also helps our student's bodies perform at their

optimal level. This will help avoid students getting tired too
quickly. It helps with concentration and energy levels. Breath

awareness is linked to good self-regulating practice.  We begin
our warm-up with active movement that gets our heart rate up
and heat around the body. This prepares the body for what's to

come!

Breathe & Warm-Up

www.flexyostyle.ie



Stretching prepares the body to exercise by loosening the
muscles. Stretching creates more fluid movements during your

dance practice. Dancers need to develop their muscular strength
as it will enhance their endurance ability to perform. We love to

do this section in pairs where possible as it not only teaches
students to listen to their body,  students also get to see the

exercise from another angle this instils a deeper knowledge of
the how and the why. We investigate tightness in the body and

ways in which we can increase our range of movement.

Stretch & Strengthen 
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The technique is the basis of all fundamentals of dance. 
Improving posture while holding your body correctly whilst

performing, to executing skills properly in a routine. The
technique extends across all areas of dance, regardless of the
style of your routine. Our Unique level system allows students
to process to their level within the class structure. The use of

props is especially effective in this area.
 

Build Technique 

www.flexyostyle.ie



Express - Connection with their emotions and express themselves
through the power of movement. 
Create - Identify the emotion or theme in a piece of music and explore
the many ways in which you can bring this to life within our many dance
styles using either specific dance techniques, steps & movements or use
free expressive movements through interpretation and exploration.
Dance - Finally it's time to unleash their true dance potential and bring it
to life, tell a story, create a character or simply turn on the music and let
your body take the lead.
We explore many dance styles such as hip-hop, freestyle, lyrical,
contemporary, musical and so much more. 

 

Express Create Dance 

www.flexyostyle.ie



This is usually the final section of our classes. It involves
focusing our minds on the present moment. “It is simply the
act of paying attention on purpose. We melt to the floor and

connect with our breathing, we may also practice
visualization which helps build our focus for our mini-

meditation. This is not just very helpful in dance but an
essential tool that we can put into practice in our everyday

life.  It teaches us how to self regulate how to be mindful and
how we can calm our body 

and mind with this quick and simple practice.
 www.flexyostyle.ie

Melt & Meditate



Dance is the one time we are truly mindful There are so many benefits to dance
and so many reasons we should all create some space in our lives to explore
and enjoy all that dance has to offer @ultraflex @flexyostyle we help our
students to

D: DISCOVER their true dance potential
A: We feed their AMBITION
N: We NURTURE their talent
C: We provide a space for them to CONNECT with friend
E: We teach them the tools so they can EXPRESS themselves.

We achieve this while exploring many different dance styles such as hip-hop,
freestyle, lyrical, contemporary, musical and so much more. 

 
www.flexyostyle.ie

Why Dance?
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Progression Pathway
 

Taking our students from 4yrs old right through to
professional performers, dance teachers, studio owners.

 
We can turn our student's passion into their dream career.



The Level System (Break Down)
There are there main levels that can be adapted to all five sections. Each term we set
out a set number of tasks to be completed in each section minis, juniors & seniors. We
break each task up into levels these tasks are repeatable and can be broken down or
advanced at any time. There are three levels in every class level 1/2/3 which would be
similar to beginner/intermediate & advanced.
These levels can also be done on the spot for individual training purposes with giving
each level a funny name, for example, Brillant Bananas, Silly strawberries & Amazing
apples. Each group/name get a specific set of tasks to complete, Once these are
achieved we then layer on other levels. Keeping every student learning and
progressing. 

Level 1: Foundation Focused
When we think about foundations we think about building from the ground up. Just
stripping everything back so we can focus on one task at a time. No frills bells or
whistles. Concentrating on just one element for example getting our posture right first
so when we add a movement on top then it doesn't affect our posture. If it does then we
can revert back to our posture exercises.   

Level 2: Tackling Technique
When we are tackling technique we are trying to build our students ability buy add
layers to the task, This might mean adding more head, arm, leg or body movements.
Where the student is focused on more than one action at a time. It could also be adding
emotion of flair to a movement. It could be taking a movement from the floor to
standing. Working on posture and balance. Stretching and pointing the feet while
kicking. You are trying to get a step closer to your end goal. 

Level 3: Perfecting performance
When we perfecting our performance we are celebrating our student's ability to master
a task with confidence and ease. They now get to practice this task and really
personalise their actions. They have built the foundation worked on techniques and
have a deep understanding of the requirements set out in the task. They are ready for
tricker more challenging tasks. 

FlexYoStyle
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